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Executive Summary
The Chinatown/International District (CID) of Seattle is full of opportunities for neighborhood revitalization.
As a historic neighborhood and the epicenter of multiple Asian Pacific Islander (API) cultures in Seattle, the
CID is uniquely positioned to strengthen its identity through its arts and culture.
While many city plans have concentrated on bringing new life to the neighborhood, few have leveraged the
role of arts and culture. In May 2011, the Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation and
Development Authority (SCIDpda) partnered with the Asian Pacific Islander Community Leadership
Foundation (ACLF) to engage its 2011 Community Leaders Program (CLP) class in a neighborhood
revitalization strategy project focused on the arts. Due to the CID’s distinctive qualities, such as its deep
roots in immigrant history, considerable restaurateur industry, sizable elderly community, affordable closein real estate, and its significant presence of low-income residents, the project needed to be sustainable,
multi-faceted, and collaborative.
In order to be as inclusive as possible, the CLP class took a two-fold approach, basing its discovery process
in both secondary research and interviews, and grounding the second research phase in the qualitative
analysis of feedback gathered from artists, business owners, and community leaders through one-on-one
interviews, focus groups and surveys. The purpose of this approach was also two-fold: to 1) to better
understand the historical context of and the various stakeholders within the neighborhood and 2) to
prepare an asset map revealing the inter-relationships among stakeholders and envisioning potential
partnerships and collaborations for the future. The focus groups concentrated on exploring artists’ needs
and organizational considerations within the neighborhood.
Case study research into 14 other cities’ arts revitalization projects yielded insight from several sources,
especially the cities of Austin, Honolulu, and Los Angeles, with a focus on potential micro-scale replicable
projects, such as free neighborhood wi-fi, artist-driven forums for community art projects, community
grants, and a centralized planning committee. Specifically, three factors that underlie every successful and
sustainable arts community are: significant involvement from community members at all levels of
planning; strong stakeholder collaboration; and a concerted effort to attract resident artists, promote
affordable housing, and a safe, vibrant community where people want to live.
Since the arts lies at the core of the revitalization strategy, artist feedback was solicited to identify their
specific needs within the community. This feedback identified needs for more deliberate arts spaces, artist
community residences, arts dialogue, and the development of a resource council. Increased
communication within the community as well as buy-in from non-artists for support figured predominantly
in the information gathered. SCIDpda would do well to help facilitate such helpful dialogue and support.
A wide variety of existing cultural assets were identified during the discovery process, ranging from local
CID neighborhood organizations to government and non-profit organizations that provide financial and
other support for artists and arts programs. To illustrate the abilities of these various organizations to
meet the needs identified by artists, the CLP class produced an asset map showing their capacities to
provide space, funding and resources, or education, outreach, and community development resources.
Multiple organizations were interrelated and spanned several capacity areas. Certain entities straddle all
three spaces of influence -- SCIDpda, InterIm CDA, and the Wing Luke Museum were identified as leaders in
the CID community with the ability to impact all three areas.
The research identified a number of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that were particular
to the CID. The neighborhood’s strong cultural identity, its proximity to transit and plentiful parking, and
the Wing Luke Asian Museum’s presence as a well-known proponent of arts activities, were identified as
strengths that would balance the neighborhood’s perceived weaknesses in safety and security, funding,
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and community unity. On a larger stage, some challenges for the neighborhood include a lack of advocacy
on the city level and the public perception that the old neighborhood is closed off to incoming businesses
and residents. Gentrification is also a repeated resident concern.
To address these barriers, the CLP class developed the following recommendations for SCIDpda:


Establish mechanisms for dialogue around the development of an Arts Council with an emphasis on
structure, purpose, and decision-making;



Develop a multi-faceted marketing strategy and campaign, focusing on social media and the
support of public art spaces, which highlight the CID’s rich arts and cultural heritage;



Promote neighborhood artists and support the creation of a sustainable artist community,
including the development of an arts resource center;



Attract artists from different disciplines who represent different API communities;



Promote and remove barriers to housing, streetscape, and property infrastructure development;



Increase housing, live/work space, and exhibit/performance space;



Incorporate neighborhood public safety into the overall community development plan.

The CLP class investigated funding initiatives that focus on community revitalization, arts and economic
development. Some arts-related funding opportunities for SCIDpda to pursue include those offered by
4Culture, the National Endowment for the Arts, Artist Trust, ArtPlace, Shunpike, and Arts & Culture
program of the Kresge Foundation. We also recommend pursuing the Neighborhood Matching Fund from
the City of Seattle for community development.
For future work in the community related to arts revitalization, the CLP class emphasizes that this initial
work is far from exhaustive. The group recommends a wider discussion with other community members
who were not involved in this project but should be part of future arts initiatives. SCIDpda or a potentiallycreated Arts Council should direct funding and staff toward reaching out to other relevant stakeholders to
discuss arts-focused CID events and initiatives. Opportunities exist for further research with additional
methodologies including demographic, ethnographic, and policy analysis approaches.
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Introduction
Project Need
Concept of a Natural Cultural District
(Cultivating ‘Natural’ Cultural Districts, Creativity & Change, September 2007, Mark J. Stern & Susan C.
Seifert)
The initial inspiration for this project came from the work of Mark Stern and Susan Seifert, two researchers
who explored the idea of cultivating “natural cultural districts.” Over the past decade, several American
cities have answered affirmatively that arts and culture play a vital role in revitalizing urban areas. The
strategy of using culture assets to rebuild cities has been applied to grassroots activities, neighborhoods,
and citizens’ civic engagement. Four indicators of the strength of a neighborhood’s cultural scene are:
cultural participants, nonprofit cultural providers, commercial cultural firms, and independent artists.
When these indicators are all present, the arts create social networks that transform cultural vitality into
economic power (Seifert & Stern 1).
Geographically-defined networks, such as neighborhoods with clusters of cultural assets, can be defined as
“natural cultural districts.” These clusters inspire cultural production, attracting not only artists and
cultural entrepreneurs, but also new residents and services. The momentum behind such cultural
production does not require policy changes; the cultural districts are self-organized through a more organic
process and there are spill-over effects into the immediate community (Seifert & Stern 5).
We had an opportunity to speak with Mark and Susan about the CID and what cultural assets exist within
the neighborhood. Within the CID, the arts have the potential to play a significant part in addressing the
economic, social, and cultural issues of the CID community. Surveys conducted by SCIDpda in summer
2009 found that approximately 50% of those surveyed desired more “arts” and “cultural” businesses and
activities for the CID neighborhood (SCIDpda community project proposal, Appendix 1). This information,
in addition to previous studies and neighborhood plans, such as the Livable South Downtown Planning
Study: Executive Recommendations (December 2009), the Chinatown/Japantown/Little Saigon/ID
Streetscape and Open Space Master Plan (February 2004) and Chinatown/International District
Neighborhood Plans, has contributed to the growing momentum towards a dynamic creative economy.
This year’s project partnership between the 2011 ACLF CLP class and SCIDpda serves to build upon past
initiatives and identify priorities and strategies for the continued growth of the arts in the CID.

Project Purpose
SCIDpda has been developing an Arts Revitalization Strategy for the community as part of its overall
Neighborhood Revitalization Program. The project’s ultimate goal will be to further explore the ways that
arts and culture can serve as an economic driver for community reinvestment. The 2011 CLP class
community project contributed to SCIDpda’s arts revitalization strategy by researching city models of arts
revitalization strategies, identifying stakeholders, analyzing the current environment or trends for
arts/culture funding and conducting surveys, interviews and focus groups.
An arts revitalization strategy for the CID would need to be inclusive of the geographic and cultural areas
typically referred to as Chinatown, Japantown, Little Saigon and others. In order for such a strategy to be
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sustainable, the neighborhood’s cultural and arts organizations would need to take a multi-faceted and
collaborative approach toward addressing the community’s needs.
The principal GOALS of the CLP class project were to:


Assist SCIDpda in the first phase of the development of a CID community Arts Revitalization
Strategy



Explore various arts and cultural assets as economic and social drivers for CID community
reinvestment

Some OBJECTIVES of the CLP class project were to identify the following:


Existing initiatives, roles and collaborations within the CID and Seattle



Current gaps and opportunities for arts revitalization



Current strengths and weaknesses



Potential partnerships and replicable projects from neighboring communities



Lessons from other city arts revitalization models



Major barriers to art initiative implementation
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Background
About the Chinatown/International District
The Chinatown/International District (CID) stands out as one of the most historic and unique
neighborhoods in the city of Seattle. Located in Seattle’s South Downtown area, the neighborhood
boundaries are Yesler Way to the north, South Charles Street to the south, Rainier Avenue South to the
east, and 4th Ave South to the west. The CID is also bordered by many other neighborhoods, including
Pioneer Square and the Commercial Core to the west, First Hill to the north, Central District to the east,
Greater Duwamish, Beacon Hill and North Rainer to the south (Seattle International District/Chinatown
Neighborhood Plan, 2004).
Local historian Doug Chin, the author of Seattle’s International District: The Making of a Pan-Asian
American Community, has described the CID as “uniquely the only area in America where Chinese,
Japanese and Filipinos settled and grew together. Over the years, the area evolved as the regional center
for Asian American culture in Washington State. The [CID] is now the residential area in which Asian
Americans remain the majority and where Asian American commerce and culture predominate. Even with
the new upscale development within and adjacent to the [CID], the area is where many new Asian
immigrants still come to start their quest of the American dream” (Wikipedia, accessed June 2011).
There have been many community development planning efforts that have targeted the CID. The
Chinatown/I.D. Strategic Plan described the CID as: “a community characterized by a sizeable elderly
population, significant low-income households, and a large number of affordable housing units. We are
primarily small businesses as well as social service and community development organizations. We are a
delicate social connection area for many of the elderly, and are a regional hub for Asian-Pacific American
commerce and community” (Neighborhood Plan, 1998).
Goals from the Neighborhood Plan Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan for Chinatown/I.D. included:


Thriving businesses, organizations, and cultural institutions;



A neighborhood with diverse and affordable housing;



Rehabilitation of substandard and vacant buildings;



Create safe and dynamic public spaces;



An accessible neighborhood, with access within and to the neighborhood, for all transportation
modes, while encouraging less dependence on cars and greater use of transit, bikes and walking;
and



Seek to reduce auto congestion at key intersections.

Review of Past City Planning Efforts
Seattle’s International District
Date: Circa 1968
Prepared for the Seattle Model City Program
This project sought to address CID issues related to businesses in decline, intensive land speculation, and
the impact of the King County Stadium. Suggestions included new zoning, parking, pedestrian connections,
and ideas to revive the failing business district.
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The International District, Seattle: An Action Program for Physical Development
Date: 1973
Prepared for the International District Improvement Association
The plan continued the 1968 Plan’s exploration of issues of new stadium development, concerns about
businesses in decline, and a lack of families and young people in the CID. Suggestions focused on
developing pedestrian connections, improving alleys, reviving the business area, renovating existing
housing, and creating new housing.
International Special Review District: Design
Reports and Development Regulations
Date: 1976
Prepared for the International Special Review District
This report addressed similar concerns as the first two reports and established design guidelines for the
International Special Review District that became part of Seattle Zoning Code. One of its goals was to
retain and strengthen the King Street Retail Core as a way to attract residents.
Chinatown/International District Strategic Plan
Date: 1998
Prepared for the Seattle Department of Neighborhoods
This plan was intended to serve as a guide for various city planning efforts. The plan addressed additional
strategies to improve cultural and economic vitality and provide housing, safe, lively and accessible streets
and public spaces.
City of Seattle International District/Chinatown Neighborhood Plan
Date: 2004
Prepared for InterIm Community Development Association
This plan created an overarching vision for the community’s efforts to develop public spaces, focusing on
ways to increase community involvement in neighborhood planning efforts for public rights-of-way,
streetscapes, open spaces, sidewalks and paths.
City of Seattle Economic Impact Study: Little Saigon & Chinatown/International District, Impacts on Local
Businesses from Proposed Land Use/Zoning Changes and Dearborn Street Mixed-Use Shopping Center
Date: 2007
Prepared for the Seattle’s Department of Planning and Development
This report examined existing business and retail real estate conditions and trends in the Chinatown and
Little Saigon business districts. Some of the key findings for the CID included an extensive and intensive
business district, a decline in revenues for consumer-orientated shopping district businesses, extensive
variation in commercial lease rates based on the ages and conditions of spaces in the district and a tripling
of service sector business revenues between 1997 and 2006.
The Livable South Downtown Planning Study
Date: 2009
Prepared for the Seattle Department of Planning and Development
This plan proposed a number of city land use actions that would foster appropriate residential and jobsrelated development in the South Downtown area, including the CID and other surrounding
neighborhoods. Some objectives for the CID included: preserving historic and cultural resources and
encouraging revitalization of historical buildings, protecting affordable housing, developing a residential
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mixed-use community south of the neighborhood, enhancing the pedestrian environment, and providing
open space and integration with surrounding neighborhood areas.

Project Partner: SCIDpda
The Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation and Development Authority (SCIDpda) was
formed in 1975 with the mission to preserve, promote and develop the Seattle Chinatown International
District (CID) as a “vibrant community” and “unique ethnic neighborhood” (SCIDpda website, accessed June
2011).
SCIDpda serves those in the CID neighborhood by offering accessible senior services (housing, health and
social services), affordable housing (over 700 units), commercial properties (SCIDpda owns and manages
over 200,000 square feet of commercial/retail space), economic development (as a property manager,
resource for small business assistance, and collaborator in neighborhood cleanups) and community
engagement (from park improvements to increased neighborhood bus service).

Project Partner: ACLF
The Asian Pacific Islander Community Leadership Foundation (ACLF) Northwest is a community-based,
nonprofit organization that trains and supports the leadership and civic engagement of Asian Pacific
Islanders (API) with a commitment to social justice, community empowerment and public service. Key
components of ACLF include leadership training, political empowerment, community organizing and
mentoring (ACLF website, accessed May 2011).
Today, the ACLF mission is to promote social, economic and political justice by cultivating a strong,
sustainable community of civically engaged leaders that reflects the diversity of local API. ACLF is nonpartisan and involves any API community that would like to participate.

ACLF Community Leadership Program
ACLF’s Community Leaders Program (CLP) is a unique, culturally relevant program in the Pacific Northwest
that provides training and mentorship to 12-15 selected participants who have both an interest in, and the
potential to, step into API community leadership roles. For six months, CLP participants engage in semimonthly workshops, networking opportunities and a group project in service of a community organization.
CLP participants are chosen on a basis of their demonstrated commitment to community issues, desire to
learn and readiness to contribute to the group. They come from the private, nonprofit and public sectors.
ACLF provides training and support to help these individuals grow as effective leaders, be it as staff, board
members or volunteers in all three sectors. CLP provides opportunities to meet and be inspired by
generations of API leaders who have made substantial API community impact. Participants are a mix of
first-generation immigrants and second-generation APIs and beyond (ACLF website, accessed October
2011).
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Research Methods
The 2011 CLP class took a two-pronged approach to identifying potential arts strategies for the CID. We
first sought to understand the history of the CID and that of similar neighborhood revitalization projects,
and then we worked to understand the ideas and thoughts of neighborhood constituents. Initially we
conducted background research, reviewed various city arts plans and contacted some key organizations in
other cities. The second phase of our research was grounded in the qualitative analysis of stakeholders and
constituents in the CID community, including artists, business owners and community leaders. We
gathered this data through one-on-one interviews, focus groups and surveys.

Surveys

Qualitative
Analysis of
Stakeholders and
Constituent
Individual
Interviews

Focus
Groups

Identifying Community Stakeholders
The group began with a list of community stakeholders that SCIDpda had identified, and as part of our
analysis, we researched the history, mission and community role of each stakeholder. The purpose of our
research was two-fold: 1) to help the group better understand the culture and history of the neighborhood,
including who the key players are, what organizations, clubs, programs and services exist, and what
conflicts or cultural differences we should be aware of and take into account; and 2) prepare and present
an “asset map” showing the inter-relationships among the different stakeholders and envisioning the
potential partnerships and collaborations that could support and sustain an arts revitalization strategy.

Model Projects in other Cities
A major part of the group’s research focused on arts-related revitalization projects in other cities, especially
community development projects in ethnic or historical districts. The group identified recent projects in
each of the following cities: Austin, Baltimore, Boston, Honolulu, Los Angeles, Minneapolis/St. Paul,
Philadelphia, Portland (OR), Providence (RI), San Diego, San Francisco, Tampa, Vancouver (Canada) and
Washington DC. For each city’s project, the group examined who the key players were and what steps
were taken in order to assess whether particular elements or models that could be applied to the CID. Our
research focused on the following questions:
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What were the “assets” that were involved?



Government - federal, state, local



Community - residents, non-profits, other organizations, schools



Arts - art organizations, resident artists, museums, galleries, other art entities



Was there a particular convener or facilitator of the project? Was the project based on another
model or project?



How was the project funded?



What were the needs of the community? Was the project able to fulfill those needs? What were
the benefits to the community?



Were there concerns about gentrification, commodification, and/or distortion of history?

Surveys
We created a short survey to solicit the perspective of visitors to the CID and determine the demographics
of the people who attend CID events. This survey was sent to friends and family, a cross-cultural studies
class at the University of Washington, and was also administered to participants at neighborhood events.
The survey was based on questions from two main sources: from the Culture and the Arts Survey
conducted by Penn, Schoen & Berland Associates, Inc. who did an analysis of the city of Philadelphia in
2007 (their survey and research can be found here), and on an arts and culture survey in Southern
California conducted by the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County (“Art and Culture Survey,”
accessed June 2011). Our group wrote, edited and refined 14 questions, including four open-ended
questions, which were distributed through an online survey application. Once participants entered their
data, we then analyzed the results for trends and commonalities. (See Appendix 4 for detailed results).
Our survey focused on finding out what brings people to the CID, what types of events people would like to
attend, and what people generally thought about the neighborhood. To put the results in context, we also
asked questions about peoples’ interests in the arts and other events in other parts of the city. Over the
course of approximately one month, 81 people completed the survey. The complete survey and results can
be found in Appendix 5. The online version of the survey can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/artsintheid
What kind of art events would you like to see in the
INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT/CHINATOWN?
Local cultural community events

82%

Live concerts/dance performances/theater

78%

Art festivals/exhibits

61%

Film festivals/events

50%

Public arts, cultural lectures, discussions

33%

Museum exhibits

30%

Museum events/openings

29%

Parks

33%

Other
Book Festivals

25%
14%

Example of survey question and results.
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Focus Groups
A major component of this project, and a requirement of the CLP program, was the completion of at least
two focus groups. We conducted three sessions from two main groups of CID constituents: Artists and City
Arts Advocates. The participants included individuals from organizations solicited by SCIDpda, as well as
local artists and art supporters. (See Appendix 5 for list of participants).
The focus groups provided perspective on the role of arts and culture in the CID and ways in which the
community may be able to fulfill artists’ needs. The focus group format made for an ideal forum for new
ideas to converge and grow, and the participants provided considerable insight into the needs of artists and
the community.
The focus groups consisted of one facilitator and two to six interested participants. At least two additional
CLP members were present to observe and record the discussion. Allison Iguchi from SCIDpda also
attended each focus group session. The focus group participants each had ties to both the arts community
and the CID, and were either artists themselves or representatives of arts organizations, architecture and
design firms. A number of people were unable to attend the sessions and were later interviewed
individually by members of the CLP class.
The group would have liked to conduct more focus groups with additional arts advocates and artists. The
CLP class identified the importance of reaching out to residents, business owners and community leaders,
as well as talking with representatives from different generations, in order to get a more complete picture
of the community’s needs.

One-on-one Interviews
During the month of September, we interviewed 22 community leaders, art gallery owners, service
providers, artists, and other key CID constituents. The interviewees were recruited through SCIDpda and
then contacted by both SCIDpda and the CLP group members. Unfortunately, some key community figures
were unable to be included as a result of time and scheduling limitations. (See Appendix 5 for list of
participants).

Individual Interviews
Community Leaders
Community Association Leaders
Art Gallery Owners
Service Providers

Artists
ID Supporters
Many Others
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The CLP class asked questions that were tailored to the individual interviewee and his or her experiences
and/or role in the community. Other interview questions were intended to solicit each person’s thoughts
and ideas about developing arts, community and economic growth in the CID.
The pool of key individuals was not exhaustive and the group would have liked to have interviewed more
people. We were able to interview individuals from many arts focused groups, but there were several
groups of CID stakeholders whose perspectives may not have been sufficiently represented. Our hope was
to communicate more with community leaders, supporters, business leaders and further discuss arts in the
CID with city officials. A next step would be to take the dialogue further and reach out to these additional
key players in the CID and the greater Seattle community.
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Key Findings
Creating Natural Cultural Districts in Other Cities
A number of key factors and themes emerged out of our research on natural cultural districts in other
cities. While each city took a different approach to address its own particular challenges, certain
components were critical to every arts revitalization project and strategy for the community.
A successful and sustainable arts revitalization strategy will require significant involvement from its
community members, at all levels of planning. Community members may serve on citizens’ planning
committees, resident associations or community working groups. City government, business councils and
chambers of commerce also need to be major players in any neighborhood arts initiative.
Collaboration among community members, special interest groups and agencies is another key component
of a successful arts strategy. This may include historic preservation, business, architecture, design, and arts
groups coming together to share their visions and develop projects that focus on the community. Finally, a
sustainable strategy should focus on attracting artists to become residents, and promote affordable
housing and a safe, vibrant community where people want to live.

Selected Case Studies
Austin, Texas - CreateAustin
CreateAustin was a 16-month strategic planning process facilitated by the City of Austin, Texas, to chart a
course for the city's arts and cultural development over a 10-year horizon (2007-2017). The focus of
strategic development was on "arts, culture and creativity" in Austin. The process was led by an appointed
Leadership Council that set the values and vision for the plan. The Values included innovation, inclusion
and collaboration, while the Vision included sustainability, city identity, commitment of capital, appeal to
diverse stakeholders, environmental support (such as art in public spaces), creation of new arts venues and
the value of individual artistic work, as well as new collaborations (CreateAustin Cultural Master Plan 2009,
10) (City of Austin, 10).
CreateAustin became a collaborative venture between the City of Austin and the arts community. The 16month cultural planning process brought more than 500 people to the table to participate in the various
activities and touched thousands via the Internet, all aimed at developing broad stewardship of Austin’s
cultural future by identifying resources and issues and making recommendations. One of the project’s
guiding visions was "Just like a garden needs planning, seeding, cultivating, and nutrients, Austin’s creative
community needs ongoing strategic planning, a strong infrastructure, creative people to guide and
advocate for it, and resources to help grow and sustain it" (CreateAustin Cultural Master Plan 2009, 13)
(City of Austin, 13)
Six task forces tackled core issues to assess Austin’s creative sector and develop recommendations to
ensure that it continues to grow and be an identifying strength as the community evolves. People
participated in surveys, community meetings, presentations and numerous conversations. They saw
Austin’s culture of creativity as the core of Austin’s identity, finding expression in myriad ways. They also
identified a groundswell of interest in “Keeping Austin Creative!” — ensuring that the city continues to be a
hothouse for new ideas, innovations and enterprise (CreateAustin Cultural Master Plan 2009, 15) (City of
Austin, 15).
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The result of this process was the CreateAustin Cultural Master Plan. It provides community context, a
detailed description of current and past planning processes and participants, key observations from
research and community input, overarching goals and supporting recommendations organized into six topic
chapters and suggested first steps towards implementation. The Plan’s Vision, Values, Goals and
Recommendations will equip future leaders to innovate on these themes and develop tactical plans as
opportunities and challenges arise.

Honolulu, Hawaii - Revitalizing Chinatown through its Arts & Culture
Revitalizing Chinatown through arts and culture was one of the initiatives of the Honolulu Culture & Arts
District. The Honolulu Culture and Arts District Association (HCAD) was established as a 501(c)3 nonprofit
to achieve an aesthetic, social and economic renaissance in the Downtown/Chinatown area by creating an
18-hour district that is a popular center for the arts, entertainment and dining out (“About Us,” Honolulu
Culture and Arts District, accessed July 2011). Some of the key players included the city, the county, the
Hawaii Arts Alliance, the Hawaii Theatre Center, the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the Chinatown
Merchants Association, the Fort Street Business Improvement District, the Honolulu Chinatown Arts
District, the Arts District Merchants’ Association and Hawaii Pacific University (Hawaii Arts Alliance,
accessed July 2011).
In 1997, Honolulu’s former Mayor Mufi Hannemann worked with the City Council to designate zoning and
building code criteria for Art Enterprise Zones and form a collective known as ARTS at Marks Garage (ARTS).
ARTS quickly attracted other arts businesses and led to Chinatown becoming a true Arts Enterprise Zone.
Through a partnership with the City, ARTS launched the “First Fridays Gallery Walk” that draws 5,000 to
10,000 people to Chinatown each month. The council also convened the first-ever Chinatown Economic
Summit in June 2006, resulting in new City-community partnerships focusing on improving Chinatown’s
physical environment, enhancing its quality of life and boosting economic activities. (“Nations Mayors
Recognize City’s Chinatown Revitalization Program,” September 2008, accessed June 2011) (“About Us,”
Honolulu Culture and Arts District, accessed July 2011) (“First Friday Hawaii,” Facebook, accessed July
2011).
Some of the arts initiatives included “mini-grants” to community members to solicit their ideas about
revitalization, and a “Month in Chinatown” celebration with parade, an evening of Lion dances, street fairs,
month-long entertainment, food, arts, and a full-color guidebook and discounts to restaurants and
businesses. Other community service projects that contributed to the development of an arts district
included free wi-fi, a small business resource center with free training and counseling, a transitional
housing project and additional streetlights and security cameras (“Nations Mayors Recognize City’s
Chinatown Revitalization Program,” September 2008, accessed June 2011).

Los Angeles, California - Researching Arts Audiences in Little Tokyo
The Japanese American Cultural & Community Center (the JACCC) is the largest Asian American cultural
center of its kind and home to a number of civic arts organizations. It serves as a cultural and community
focal point for Japanese Americans in the Southern California area. The JACCC includes a gallery, a theatre,
a Japanese garden, a plaza designed by Isamu Noguchi and a Japanese cultural room dedicated to
traditional cultural arts. The Nishi Hongwanji Buddhist temple sponsors Japanese cultural classes, including
fine arts and sports. Little Tokyo’s Tuesday Night Project, dedicated to building bridges and creating
connections among people and spaces, hosts a Tuesday Night Cafe series with an open mic and a Night-on
Tour with a variety of visual and performing arts. Little Tokyo is also home to the East West Players, the
nation’s premiere Asian American theatre which has been a theatre hub for the past 40 years offering
education programs and productions that give voice to the Asian Pacific American experience. (JACCC
website, accessed June 2011).
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The Japanese-America National Museum launched a Re-visioning + Engaging Multiethnic Audiences in
America project which developed new tools and conducted significant audience research to aid in its
decision-making and future directions. The project found that twenty-first-century audiences are looking
for efficient and active museum experiences. Additionally, the research showed that art exhibitions tended
to be more popular with multiracial audiences; pop culture–themed programming also resonated with
younger and more diverse audiences. Multiracial audience members tend to be younger. Younger
audiences as a whole want to see their interests, experiences, and perspectives represented in the
programming being presented. In order to fully engage younger and more diverse audiences, simple
changes in programming or marketing were insufficient. Museum leadership, staff and volunteers had to
embrace institution-wide change in order to create successful models and new paradigms (“The Cultural
Museum 2.0: Engaging Diverse Audiences in America,” 2009).
Through a partnership with the city agency, the Community Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles,
California (CRA/LA) has been instrumental in including an arts revitalization strategy to their 67-acre Little
Tokyo Redevelopment Project that was adopted by the City Council in 1970. The primary mission of the
Little Tokyo Redevelopment Project is to reconstruct and preserve a mixed use, full service community that
will continue to serve as the cultural, religious, social and commercial center of the Japanese American
community in Southern California. Several other non-residential projects grounded in arts and culture have
been completed, including the Japanese American Cultural and Community Center, the largest such ethnic
center in the United States; Japan America Theater; Japanese American National Museum (the adaptive
reuse ad historic preservation of a former Buddhist Temple); the Japanese American National Museum
Phase II (new Pavilion), National Center for the Preservation of Democracy; Union Center for the Arts (the
adaptive re-use of a former church building); and Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) at Geffen
Contemporary museum (CRA/LA website, accessed June 2011).
CRA/LA’s Little Tokyo Redevelopment Project Area Implementation Plan for FY 2010- FY 2013 includes an
arts revitalization strategy. Of their four economic development projects, one project focuses directly on
the arts through their Public Art Program. The Public Art Program will oversee development compliance
with the CRA/LA Art Policy and manage CRA/LA-initiated and Cultural Trust Fund Projects, as well as
provide technical support and funding for Project Area arts and cultural activities. Two of the Community
Facilities and Programs projects also directly focus on arts and culture. One project targets the renovation
and expansion of the Japanese American Cultural and Community Center, while the other project
implements the Central Avenue Art Park, a City of Los Angeles owned property in the Little Tokyo and
Central Business Redevelopment Projects to be developed into a community based park, open space, arts
related spaces, potential public parking, and linkage to the Little Tokyo/Arts District Gold Line States. These
projects seek to eliminate blight by supporting aesthetic enhancements and cultural facilities that
strengthen and enhance the image and identity of the community (Little Tokyo Redevelopment Project
Area Implementation Plan, FY2010- FY2013, 16-18) (CRA/LA, 16-18).

Potential projects to incorporate into a strategy for the CID
Some of the projects and components of other city revitalization strategies have the potential to be
replicated in the CID, with the resources and cultural assets of our community. The following examples are
merely a starting point:
A CID Citizens’ Planning Committee - this committee could include review development projects in detail,
list necessary changes and propose creative solutions for the City to consider upon its review
Main Street - a particular street, plaza or square, eg. Jackson Street, Hing Hay Park or Canton Alley, could
serve as the cornerstone for branding the CID as an arts district. This particular area could be designated
by festive lighting and murals, and be a central point for neighborhood arts events.
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Community Grants - community groups could leverage national funding and solicit matching funds from
local banks to host a forum for community ideas related to arts revitalization. Participants could submit
their ideas and receive “mini-grants” to implement small-scale arts projects.
Free Wi-Fi - Honolulu Chinatown entered into a partnership with a local internet service provider and a
large real estate/development sponsor to provide free wi-fi and promote the neighborhood as a place
where there is social media access.
Artist-Driven Forums for Community Art Projects - for example, SCIDpda and/or IDEA Space could sponsor a
monthly dim sum brunch where community artists could donate $10 or $15, to be matched by the agency
or another donor, and share and vote on the best ideas. Each month’s winner would get the pot to
develop and implement their idea. This could be similar to a program in Seattle called SPROUT, which uses
funds from community dinners to provide grants an emerging artist voted on by attendees (“Sprout:
sustaining emerging artists,” accessed October 2011).
Stories of the Community - A CID History exhibit or audio tour could focus on the stories of the residents,
their families and their history, and connect it to the particular locations in the neighborhood.

Key Barriers and Strategies
Along with our recommendations for an arts revitalization strategy, this report also identifies possible
barriers or obstacles to a CID arts initiative’s success. Some of these challenges to be addressed include
public safety, funding, housing and community unity.

Internal Strengths and Weaknesses
Throughout our community assessment, we have identified a series of strengths in the CID neighborhood.
There is a very strong sense of identity in the neighborhood, which retains much of its unique culture and
history.
The proximity to transit and the downtown area, and availability of parking spaces, also make the CID an
easy place to go for lunch, shop, and attend public events.
Currently, the Wing Luke Museum is viewed as the strongest embodiment of art, culture, and history within
the CID. The diversity and uniqueness of food in the CID is also believed to be the largest factor attracting
people to the area.
Despite the strengths, the focus group also recognized weaknesses and identified three priority areas that
will need to be improved
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Safety and security: While lively during the day, the neighborhood feels “scary” and “unsafe” at
night. Additionally, the perception and reality of crime, lack of cleanliness, and poor upkeep of
property, all tarnish the positive image of the neighborhood.



Marketing: Research related to marketing reflected a need to increase marketing efforts in the CID.
Efforts to market the CID should be targeted both to the CID community and also outside of the CID
to neighboring areas and communities with predominant API populations.



Use of space: Vacant shops and space create a barrier to economic development and vitality within
the neighborhood. Additionally, pockets of public space in the Chinatown/International District are
underutilized, creating a sense of vacancy and emptiness.



Community unity and collaboration: Among the various groups invested in the CID neighborhood,
few are working together and collaborating for the overall betterment of the neighborhood. There
is a lack of shared vision and goals, and this division hinders the process of the community.
Specifically, community infighting may create challenges for community collaboration.

External Threats and Opportunities
Although the CID has a strong reputation of culture and history, the economic potential of these assets has
not been fully explored. Arts and culture have not been considered as a part of the greater development
picture of the ID, but it essentially defines the CID as it stands.
The lack of funding for arts revitalization would be the first and foremost challenge. Increasing demands on
decreasing budgets have curtailed funding and caused it to be directed to programs of perceived necessity.
There would likely be limited funding for further research opportunities, reports, and outreach and
engagement efforts. Without additional funding, it may be difficult to make further progress toward an
arts revitalization strategy.
As a result of the lack of community unity, there is a lack of advocacy for the neighborhood at the city level.
The CID neighborhood could benefit from greater representation in the city in order to secure more
funding for developing by tapping into arts and cultural preservation funds—which at the moment is
channeled to other entities such as the Opera House, Benaroya Hall, and the Seattle Art Museum.
The CID also has a reputation of being closed off to outside groups—due to cultural, social, and political
factors. These factors make it unattractive for, or otherwise prevent new businesses, entrepreneurs, artists,
and other organizations from entering the neighborhood— despite their interests. Furthermore, this also
contributes to the perception that the CID is closed off to bordering neighborhoods as well, including
Pioneer Square and Little Saigon.
Public safety, based on external perceptions of the neighborhood, is seen as a barrier to the CID’s
revitalization. Throughout most of the focus groups and surveys, the topic of public safety has been a part
of the conversation. Some people perceive the neighborhood as unsafe and threatening, especially in the
evening hours. A perceived need for additional maintenance of streetscapes, housing and facilities, adds to
a view of the neighborhood as inhospitable. This report identifies public safety as an obstacle to a
successful arts initiative; however, any momentum generated by an arts revitalization strategy can provide
a catalyst for further creative community initiatives.
Finally, gentrification is a concern of current residents who fear that commercial development and rising
rents may force residents out of their homes and community.
However, opportunities exist that can contribute to the current and future growth of the neighborhood,
including:
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Activating old buildings to welcome new artists and businesses;



Creating an arts council or artist co-op to create a shared vision and strategy for arts development;



Hosting and promoting cultural festivals and celebration to attract large crowds to the area;



Investing in opportunities for more youth involvement;



Using the current transportation network to reach out to neighboring areas within the City of
Seattle



Revitalize public space and image to encourage more foot traffic, including sidewalks, alleyways
such as Canton Alley, storefronts, and public parks;



Investing in low cost residential areas for artists, long-time residents, and families.



Educate the public on arts in the CID; promote art as multi-faceted and expansive beyond visual
art. The CID has performance art, musical groups, visual art, writers, playwrights, etc.



Art should be inclusive of the community (incorporate young, old, performance art, theater, etc.)
The art can travel to neighborhoods outside of the ID. This will help to spread the word of the
existing arts groups in the CID to outside neighborhoods, build interest and draw more people into
the neighborhood. CID arts should be represented in city-wide arts events.
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Community Arts Asset Map
Throughout the course of researching and conducting outreach for a CID arts revitalization strategy, the
class identified a wide variety of cultural assets and advocates with the ability in some way to affect or
support the arts community in the CID. These assets ranged from local CID neighborhood organizations
that create or promote art and artists, to government and non-government organizations that advocate for
and/or provide financial support for arts programs.
As discussed in other sections, the discovery process also identified several needs of artists to sustain
current community and develop further engagement. In order to visualize which of these needs that a
particular cultural asset might be able to support and area of overlapping resources, we developed a couple
of preliminary asset map representations. For the purposes of the asset map, the needs were categorized
into a few major areas as Spaces, Funding/Resources, and Education/Outreach.

Spaces
Spaces addresses the need for physical space in which artists may live, create, or exhibit their work. The
entities included within this area may offer either single or mixed use spaces, or have the capacity to
leverage space.

Funding/Resources
This category attempted to identify possible sources of monetary or resource support for art and cultural
initiatives. Assets in this area address the economic needs of artist community development.

Education, Outreach, Community Development
The area of Education and Outreach includes entities with the mission or ability to connect with artists and
community on historical, cultural, and educational levels. Along with the physical needs of space and
shelter, and the societal need for money and resources, this area includes organizations that connect with,
engage, and inspire artists and community members.
There are many areas of overlap and shared vision among these three high level categories. This is
illustrated by the overlapping areas of the circles in our Venn diagram, where certain entities straddle the
three spaces of influence. Certain entities such as SCIDpda, InterIm, and the Wing Luke Museum are
recognized leaders in the CID community with the ability to impact all three areas.
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Recommendations & Strategies
Recommendation I: Develop and encourage a collaborative vision for arts involvement
that builds upon the CID’s historic and cultural heritage, using partnerships and potential
arts council representatives.
STRATEGY 1: SCIDpda should convene a community discussion to explore the feasibility and parameters for
an Arts Council.
The themes of collaboration and partnership arose in the interviews and focus groups. Focus group
participants expressed that while mutually beneficial partnerships already existed among artists,
businesses and community organizations, there is still a need for deeper collaborative groups across a
broader section of stakeholders. Participants in both focus groups noted the essential role of artists in a
collaborative effort towards arts and culture revitalization.
While most stakeholders recognized the need for an Arts Council, perspectives on the structure and
purpose of the group differed. One interviewee envisioned an organization that handles business affairs on
behalf of artists, similar to Artist Trust. By pooling resources into a centralized entity, artists could focus
their time and attention on developing their creative strengths instead of taking care of administrative
details. One focus group spoke of the need for an Arts Council that would bring groups together to work
and collaborate on the overall betterment of the neighborhood. Because there are differing views on what
the purpose of the Arts Council would be, the initial convening of such a group should include time to
discuss these issues.
Another concern expressed by one interviewee regarded the decision-making process in an Arts Council.
This interviewee felt that a previous collaborative effort had been “shut down” by a more established voice
in the community, and their decision was left unchallenged. The scope and decision-making structure
within the Arts Council would have to be established in the first few meetings of the group to ensure longterm stakeholder engagement.
Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, Wing Luke Museum, Artists and Arts Organizations
Potential Action Steps:
1. Contact stakeholders to schedule a meeting to discuss the purpose and authority of a proposed
Arts Council, including who should participate and how decisions will be made.
2. The Arts Council can then begin to explore partnerships with local artists and arts organizations and
seek to address the needs of local artists and attract new resident artists.

STRATEGY 2: Explore and support existing programs that engage community members across generations
to strengthen community, develop sense of stewardship, and explore creativity and social change.
In the three focus groups and several interviews, individuals spoke about the intergenerational aspect of an
arts revitalization strategy. Several community leaders shared their thoughts that neighborhood
revitalization would happen when youth were engaged in civil rights and social justice issues in the
community. One interviewee said that spaces existed that brought youth and elders together; he
suggested introducing concepts of arts and culture into the ongoing dialogue and engaging different
generations.
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Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, Wing Luke Museum, IDHA WILD Youth and Intergenerational Program and
other youth programs connected to CID community
Potential Action Steps:
1. Identify and contact after-school youth programs to involve them in interactive activities related to
arts in the CID.
2. Contact IDHA WILD Youth program to introduce possibility of generating arts as a youth-elder
collaboration.
3. Engage youth and elders collectively to create collaborative art projects that could be displayed in
public spaces or auctioned off to benefit community groups and organizations.
4. Identify and contact performing arts and community centers to teach workshops in both traditional
and contemporary arts.
5. Have youth collaborate with elders to create intergenerational art that uses their historic and
cultural knowledge – this could become an exhibit at the Wing Luke Museum.

STRATEGY 3: Solicit feedback and input from community residents, businesses, artists and other
stakeholders regarding art initiatives and potential revitalization planning.
Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, Arts Council, CID residents/businesses/artists/property owners
Potential Action Steps:
1. Continue to develop and expand efforts to create an arts revitalization strategy through more
interviews, focus groups, surveys, and other research methods.
2. Seek out additional input from residents and community leaders about what types of arts and
events they would most like to see in their community.

Recommendation II: Develop a multi-faceted marketing strategy and campaign that
highlights the CID’s rich arts and cultural heritage
STRATEGY 1: Develop a unified marketing strategy to promote the CID as an arts destination
From our research and interviews, we determined that a marketing strategy should build upon and
promote the already existing strengths within the community: the artists, community leaders, cultural
organizations, artists’ organizations and community programs. A branding strategy for the CID should also
include input from artists, business owners, and community leaders. CID events could easily be publicized
in neighboring communities, such as Pioneer Square and downtown Seattle, and throughout the greater
Seattle area, and the CID could also be part of city-wide arts and cultural festivals.
Key Stakeholders: Arts Council or other overseeing organization, CIDBIA, SCIDpda, InterIm CDA, artists,
business owners, and community members
Potential Action Step:
1. The Arts Council or other organization with oversight should take responsibility for and coordinate
the development of a branding and marketing strategy for the CID as a distinct arts community.
This may involve the assistance of a professional marketing and development specialist and
significant input from community groups and participants.
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STRATEGY 2: Expand the CID’s social media presence and promote existing resources through a central
conduit.
Focus group participants suggested that art events and activities in the CID should be accessible via social
media. Social media could not only showcase events within the CID, but it could also serve as a
communication hub that would provide access to available space within the CID and advertise
opportunities to collaborate with other artists.
Key Stakeholders: Arts Council or other overseeing organization
Potential Action Step:
1. Develop a centralized hub, such as a branded webpage, for the various social media related to the
CID branded webpage, including providing links to Facebook, Twitter, other blogs, websites, news
and other internet references.

STRATEGY 3: Continue to pursue and support public art projects that showcase the unique history, culture
and identity of each neighborhood in the CID.
Various interviewees and focus group participants expressed an interest in gaining a better understanding
of the various neighborhoods and their individual cultural identities. Each area has particular needs and
resources, and while a unified CID brand serves many purposes, the individual neighborhoods could also be
considered “mini-natural cultural districts” within the larger CID, and could even take the initiative to
develop their own arts strategies.
Key Stakeholders: IDEA Space, local artists, Arts Council
Potential Action Steps:
1. Establish additional art projects and events that celebrate the history and culture of each particular
neighborhood and incorporate them into CID-wide arts events.
2. Develop a small-scale branding strategy for each neighborhood that would highlight representative
artists, individual works, or arts forms as a way to promote the neighborhood’s identity.

Recommendation III: Promote local artists and provide the necessary support to create a
sustainable artist community.
STRATEGY 1: Create and promote a centralized clearinghouse for artist resources regarding live/work
spaces, exhibition/performance spaces, funding opportunities and support organizations and/or
businesses.
Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, InterIm CDA, CIDBIA, Arts Council
Potential Action Steps:
1. Identify a key person or organization to spearhead the development of an arts resource center.
2. Research different strategies and models for arts resource centers to determine what format and
model will meet the needs of the CID artist community.
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3. Coordinate with an Arts Council or other overseeing organization to implement and promote the
arts resource center and make it accessible to artists.

STRATEGY 2: Promote and create opportunities for public art (both permanent and temporary) in the CID.
Focus group participants suggested providing incentives for artists and public art exhibits that reflect the
cultural and historic significance of the CID, and developing interactive public art pieces that would
geographically “connect” the various art galleries, spaces, and studios
Key Stakeholders: Event Planners, CID Businesses, Local Artists, Wing Luke Museum, SCIDpda
Potential Action Steps:
1. Research areas where public/temporary art can be displayed in different neighborhoods in the CID.
2. Promote public art displays during events, festivals and meetings in conjunction with a possible
unveiling of the artwork.
3. Create guidebook of public art currently being displayed in the CID.
4. Create an artist-in-residence program in partnership with galleries, the Wing Luke Museum or
SCIDpda.
5. Explore the concept of starting an International District Film Festival featuring short films set and
shot in the CID, with a spotlight on local cinematographers and artists.

STRATEGY 3: Develop a forum for promoting and attracting artists, as well as create mutually beneficial
opportunities for selling the work of CID artists.
Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, CIDBIA, CID property owners, local artists, local businesses
Potential Action Steps:
1. Develop a marketing and outreach plan to present to local businesses about the benefits of
allowing art to be displayed and sold.
2. Create an artist directory for all businesses and present to all businesses.
3. Work with existing organizations like Artist Trust to advertise artist needs, promote scholarships,
hold workshops (to find funding, health care, keeping books, etc.) and collaborate and attract new
artists.
4. Invite local artists to show and auction off art at local fundraisers. For example, these could be
resident artists who have been given stipends, art space or other incentives and have been
showcased in local galleries or featured in the International Examiner as “Artist Profiles,” in
exchange for their donation of art to local businesses or community fundraisers.
5. Investigate the feasibility of a weekly “farmers’” market in a centralized location (King Street
Station was recommended by one focus group) that would allow opportunities for artists to display
and sell their work.
6. Explore a partnership or model a similar program to that of Seattle’s Sprout Grant Program, which
sells tickets to community dinners, where they have attendees vote on an emerging artist to fund
with all the proceeds from the dinner (http://sproutseattle.org/).
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Recommendation IV: Promote and seek to attract more artists from diverse disciplines
who represent various API communities.
STRATEGY: Actively recruit artists from a variety of disciplines, including music, dance, theatre, spoken
word, video and sound installation, to participate community and local events.
Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, performing arts groups and artists, Arts Council
Potential Action Steps:
1. Promote the CID as a vibrant arts community and solicit participation from arts organizations
outside of the CID that have active API participation.
2. Reach out to API-focused performing arts groups such as Isang Mahal and Arts Collective.
3. Publicize opportunities for exhibition and participation in CID events to arts colleges, studios,
galleries, and other arts organizations in the surrounding areas.

Recommendation V: Promote and remove barriers to housing, streetscape and property
infrastructure development to provide an environment for the arts to thrive.
Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, InterIm CDA, CID Special Review Board, City of Seattle Department of
Neighborhoods and Historic Districts, CID property owners, CID business owners, CID current and future
residents
STRATEGY 1: Revisit building regulations and design guidelines to remove barriers to developing artist
live/work spaces, property redevelopment, public art displays and streetscape revitalization.
Potential Action Steps:
1. Re-examine historical district regulations in property development to determine a workable and
timely solution for reconciling historic preservation with neighborhood improvement and
development projects.
2. Create a coalition that includes SCIDpda, CIDBIA, property owners and other CID stakeholders to
work directly with the City of Seattle to identify needs and interests.
3. Lobby the CID Special Review Board for a potential fast-track, “user-friendly” approval process for
projects that already meet established guidelines.
4. Lobby for clearer guidelines/criteria and greater transparency in historical district re-development
requirements and regulations.
5. Lobby for the CID Special Review Board for special consideration and adaptable solutions for
projects that promote community development and neighborhood revitalization.

One example from an individual interviewee illustrates the need for these action steps. The interviewee
spoke of work to replace windows on a historical building with affordable and energy-efficient, periodaesthetic-matched vinyl windows, but historic district regulations only allow wooden-framed windows
(which would have exceeded the project budget). As a result, window replacement on the building was
stalled. This illustrates the need for processes and special considerations that will help to promote
neighborhood improvement.
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STRATEGY 2: Explore ways to increase accessible housing, live/work, studio, exhibition & performance
space with basic amenities for artists.
Focus group participants emphasized the need for affordable housing, studio, live/work and exhibition
space. The artists we spoke with wanted spaces that were more “deliberate,” but their basic needs would
include reliable utilities, adequate ventilation, and freight elevators to accommodate heavy or large loads.
One suggestion was to provide rent reductions in exchange for artists donating a portion of their work to
the community, or for developing art that reflects the history and culture in the neighborhood.
Potential Action Steps:
1. Collaborate with city planners, building owners, and developers to include affordable space for
artists in new commercial and residential buildings.
2. Examine the feasibility of offering rent reductions in exchange for artistic contributions to the
building, the community, or the CID public space.

Recommendation VI: Pursue arts revitalization projects as part of a balanced overall
community development strategy that continues to prioritize and incorporate
neighborhood public safety concerns.
Key Stakeholders: SCIDpda, IDEA Space, CID residents, CID businesses, CID visitors, CID property owners,
Chong Wa, Artists
STRATEGY: Explore ways that public safety goals and arts initiatives can be merged in progressive ways.
Out of 81 respondents from our survey, 20% of them noted that safety was an issue in the CID (See
Appendix 4). In addition, the majority of focus group participants and individual interviewees also noted
the need for improved neighborhood public safety. The consensus was that public perception of the CID
needs to be improved, and that it will be critical to establish it as a safe neighborhood to attract and sustain
residents, businesses, artist community, and visitors.
A few examples of potential arts projects that incorporate public safety were mentioned in our focus
groups and individual interviews. One example was the usage of mural artists to combat graffiti by filling
empty spaces and walls with cultural, historical or inspiring works that would thereby create the perception
of a safer space. Multiple participants also mentioned how lighting could be the subject (or medium) of a
series of public art projects, or be incorporated as a component of arts-related events, such as how Little
Italy in New York uses strings of lights hanging throughout the streets to create a festive neighborhood.
Potential Action Steps:
1. Seek out proposals for art projects that would incorporate public safety priorities with artist
community engagement.
2. Prioritize addressing lighting issues as a public safety strategy.
3. Continue neighborhood public safety initiatives, such as SCIDpda’s Neighborhood Watch and IDEA
space’s Public Safety Lab.
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Challenges & Opportunities for Future Research
Although our research provides a strong starting point for the future exploration of arts revitalization
projects in the CID, it is important to acknowledge the limitations and areas for improvement. Our hope is
that this report will serve as a tool for the next stage of community arts development and that others will
benefit from our lessons.
Given our available time and resources, one of our greatest challenges was capturing the overwhelming
abundance of information on the arts and arts revitalization efforts throughout the country. Although we
were able to speak to a wide variety of community leaders, organizations, arts experts, gallery owners,
residents and artists, we certainly were not able to talk with everyone that should or could be a part of
future arts initiatives in the CID. We would highly encourage that future work on arts revitalization
incorporate more voices to achieve an even accurate vision of community needs and wants, especially from
outlying neighborhoods and populations that have been historically underrepresented in this discussion,
such as Little Saigon and non-English speakers.
Furthermore, future efforts in arts revitalization would greatly benefit from funding and staff dedicated to
reaching out to community members at events and meetings in the CID. This would also provide greater
opportunity for promoting the arts through a variety of media and languages. Our own efforts were limited
by a lack of funding but we made the most of our dedicated but busy volunteer staff.
As far as research methods, the findings of this report are based on results from focus groups, surveys and
individual interviews -- methods which all have inherent advantages and disadvantages. Although focus
groups can allow for a more organic process where participants can build off of each other, some outlying
views can be missed in analysis or overshadowed by more dominant opinions. Furthermore, focus group
data is only as good as the willingness of participants to share. Surveys can be helpful in obtaining
quantitative data, but it can be difficult to capture certain nuances and more complex thoughts. An
accurate representation of the community’s vision and needs requires thoughtful outreach to the right mix
of respondents and probably requires a much larger participant sample size than we were able to gather.
Cultural
Social

Economical

Historical

CID

Moral

Within all of our findings and methods, we must also acknowledge that there is potential for researcher
bias, though we have tried to be conscious and considerate of our methods and strategies. We also
recognize that there are other potentially valuable research methods that were not used in this study, and
that there are opportunities for further growth in research methodologies such as experimental,
demographic, ethnographic and policy analysis approaches. A demographic approach, for example, could
illustrate statistical relationships and characteristics of the population and possible recommendations in
the community, allowing for greater understanding of demographic correlations with potential art
initiatives. A policy analysis approach could look at organizational policies and proposed policy changes
affecting the arts, and allow for an illustration of the impact of potential changes using economic,
ecological and social measures. An ethnographic arts study could allow for culturally responsive
recommendations based on individual, historical and community-based experiences.
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Conclusion
The 2011 CLP class would like to emphasize that this report represents only the first step of many
opportunities, processes, discussions, recommendations and reports.
Arts and culture play a vital role in revitalizing urban areas. A strategy for arts revitalization would build
upon existing cultural assets in a way that would transform cultural vitality into economic power.
Geographically-defined networks, such as neighborhoods with clusters of cultural assets, can be defined as
“natural cultural districts.” Our preliminary results show that the CID, similar to other “natural cultural
districts,” has retained much of its unique culture and history, and is well-positioned to optimize its cultural
assets and stakeholders. Some of its readily identifiable assets include a renowned museum, an availability
of parking spaces, and a unique diversity of food and restaurants. Community members also identified
issues of safety and security, inefficient use of space and the lack of community unity and collaboration, as
potential barriers to implementing an arts strategy.
Our recommendations propose a number of strategies and opportunities to use arts to address issues
related to marketing, infrastructure, public safety and community engagement. These strategies involve
collaborating and establishing partnerships among community organizations, government agencies, artists,
residents, and business owners.
While our data is very preliminary, we have identified numerous opportunities for individuals and
organizations to contribute to a community arts revitalization project through greater outreach, more
community engagement, and further research, including analyzing current trends and data in arts and
economic development. In addition, extended advocacy at the state and local level and expansion of
existing projects will also serve to promote the CID as a vibrant arts community and unique ethnic
neighborhood.
The 2011 CLP class would like to thank ACLF, SCIDpda, the numerous community stakeholders, our
interviewees, survey and focus group participants and the community organizations that contributed to the
development of our community project.
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Appendix 2: Future Arts Project Funding Opportunities
Arts and Culture
4Culture – www.4culture.org
4Culture, the cultural services agency for King County, Washington is committed to making our region
stronger by supporting citizens and groups who preserve our shared heritage, and create arts and cultural
opportunities for residents and visitors. Through the integration of four program areas — arts, heritage,
preservation and public art — 4Culture seeks to: 1) identify the needs of local communities and create
unique programs that meet these needs, 2) champion individual expression and community engagement,
3) create and support a distinctive, world class, built environment, and 4) work with artists and cultural
organizations to offer culturally relevant solutions for our region. Some of 4Culture’s initiatives that may
be particularly relevant to the CID are listed below:
SITE-SPECIFIC: 4Culture partners with local arts agencies, non-profits, businesses and local governments to
commission and present new site-specific art performances, installations, and events that are created in
direct and specific response to a place. 4Culture accepts SITE-SPECIFIC proposals from artists each fall for
projects to be presented during the following calendar year.
Arts Sustained Support: 4Culture's Arts Sustained Support Program invests in arts organizations by
providing general operating funds in each two-year cycle. The program targets arts organizations with at
least three year history of bringing arts experiences to King County residents and Local Government Arts
Agencies. Applications are accepted during late 2012.
Individual Artists Projects: Individual artists are innovators, communicators, thinkers, community-builders
and entrepreneurs. The Individual Artist Projects program provides critically needed funds to artists of all
disciplines who reside in King County to create and present their work. Projects are eligible at any stage of
development from initial planning through final production. The presentation of funded projects provides
public access to creative experiences to residents and visitors across our County.
Arts Facilities Equipment: The Arts Equipment program is offered at least once each year, supporting the
purchase of equipment by arts organizations and local government arts agencies.
Arts Cultural Facilities: This initiative provides funding for building, remodeling and buying facilities in order
to provide creative opportunities for residents and visitors, additional jobs for local residents and increased
patronage to surrounding businesses.
Group Arts Projects: 4Culture's Group Arts Projects program provides emerging and established groups in
King County with critical project support for art experiences. Artist partnerships, groups and cooperatives
providing quality arts events in all disciplines in every part of the County are encouraged to apply.
Heritage Sustained Support: This program provides general operating funds to organizations in each twoyear cycle. King County-based nonprofit and governmental cultural organizations with facilities that
provide certain heritage services to the public are eligible to apply. Applications are accepted during late
2012.
Heritage Special Projects: 4Culture's Heritage Special Projects funding program promotes the
identification, documentation, exhibition and interpretation of historic and cultural materials pertaining to
the heritage of King County. Special Projects is open to both organizations and individuals.
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Heritage Cultural Education: 4Culture's Heritage Cultural Education program builds awareness of King
County's rich and diverse past, and provides opportunities for organizations and heritage specialists to
partner with teachers and students to develop and present innovative classroom-based heritage education
projects.
Heritage Cultural Facilities: This annual program funds the purchase, design, construction, and remodeling
of heritage facilities throughout the county, and the purchase of equipment intended to be used for at least
10 years.
Heritage Collections Care: This annual program provides support for projects that promote and encourage
professional standards and practices in the collection, preservation, assessment and perpetual care of
historic and cultural materials, artifacts, records and information pertaining to the heritage of King County.
Landmark Rehabilitation: This initiative supports projects that help preserve designated King County
Landmarks and landmarks, in order to protect these special places for future generations. Eligible
applicants include private landowners as well as organizations and local governments.
Landmark Challenge: The preservation of historic places offers a sustainable boost to the economy,
conserves energy and resources, making our neighborhoods unique places. 4Culture's Landmark Challenge
Grants support "bricks and mortar" projects involving buildings, structures, sites, objects, and districts that
have been officially designated as landmarks in any and every community in King County, including the city
of Seattle.

National Endowment for the Arts - www.nea.gov
The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) was established by Congress in 1965 as an independent federal
agency. To date, the NEA has awarded more than $4 billion to support artistic excellence, creativity, and
innovation for the benefit of individuals and communities. The NEA extends its work through partnerships
with state arts agencies, local leaders, other federal agencies, and the philanthropic sector.

Artist Trust – www.artisttrust.org
Artist Trust provides a variety of support for artists, including career training workshops, information about
resources available to artists, opportunities for showcasing art throughout the state, and grant opportunity
listings. They serve as resource for Northwest artists and often provide opportunities for small
neighborhoods and cities to post opportunities and gain greater exposure to a variety of artists.
Artist Trust offers grant opportunities through their own funding sources and in conjunction with other
organizations such as 4Culture and the Dale and Leslie Chihuly Foundation. Grants range in size from
$1,500 to $25,000 and are offered as part of residencies locally or abroad, or as straight grants to artists
working locally. Grants are offered annually for programs ranging from one week to a full year.
This organization is well respected in the Seattle area and has been operating for almost 25 years. During
2011 Artist Trust awarded $284,000 to 85 artists in their 5 grant opportunities. Since its founding, Artist
Trust has awarded over $9 million to artists across Washington State.

ArtPlace – www.artplaceamerica.org
Eleven private foundations have joined with federal agencies and the National Endowment for the Arts to
establish ArtPlace, a nationwide initiative to drive community revitalization through a new investment
model that puts the arts at the center of economic development.
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ArtPlace awards grants to organizations doing groundbreaking work in creative place-making in
communities across the United States. The project recently announced its first round of grants, awarding a
total of $11.5 million to thirty-four projects in cities from Honolulu to Miami.
Each project supported by ArtPlace was selected for its ingenuity in developing a new model for helping
communities thrive by strategically integrating artists and arts organizations into transportation, housing
and community development efforts. The program will provide a similar level of support in 2012.
ArtPlace is inviting Letters of Inquiry for its second round of funding from partnerships involving arts
organizations, artists, designers, and local and national organizations working to transform communities.
The initiative seeks to provide seed grants for entrepreneurial projects that form strong components of a
community’s economic development and community revitalization strategy, and that have the potential to
attract additional private and public support.
Award amounts are decided on a case-by-case basis. In the grant program's first year, grants ranged from
$63,100 to $1 million. The average grant was $349,784 and the median grant was $275,000.

Shunpike – www.shunpike.org
Shunpike provides support to artist and art groups of all kinds. They offer fiscal sponsorship services
ranging from usage of the organizations 501(c)(3) status for accepting donations to full financial services
including bookkeeping, tax services, and payroll, benefits, and HR management. They run an Arts Business
Clinic that offers low cost business and strategy consultations, training workshops, meeting facilitation
services, and a host of online resources. Shunpike also pushes arts leadership and conversations to discuss
issues facing the arts community; such as space, funding, and audience engagement.
One of Shunpike’s most visible programs is Storefronts Seattle, a community-driven collaboration among
neighborhoods, cities, businesses and artists that seeks to activate the city core by matching artists and arts
groups with vacant storefronts.
With Shunpike’s deep client list and relationships at all levels of the arts community, they create
opportunities for partnerships in both creative collaborations and leveraging community resources.

Kresge Foundation – www.kresge.org
The Kresge Foundation's Arts and Culture program has announced its final call for preliminary grant
applications for its Facility Investments and Building Reserves program. Kresge is conducting this final
round of facility and building reserve grants as it continues to refine its overall investment strategy.
Eligible organizations may apply for both facility investment and building reserve grants, or building reserve
grants only. Facility investment grants are earmarked for renovation and repair projects, and have in the
past supported projects that have developed exemplary environmental sustainability practices. Building
reserve grants are designed to seed or enhance an organization's building reserve fund for the ongoing
maintenance and replacement of an organization's facilities. The program does not fund reserves solely for
equipment.
Eligible applicants must be nonprofit 501(c)(3) organizations in the United States whose primary mission is
arts and culture. Nonprofit 501(c)(3) organizations that have a long-term agreement to operate a
government-owned facility are also eligible. Startup organizations or those with fewer than two full years
of operation, and organizations that are both owned and operated by a government entity will not be
eligible to apply.
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Grant size depends on the type of project and the size, scope, and business model of the organization.
Some grants may be designed as matching or challenge grants. In general, multi-year institutional
capitalization grants may be in amounts up to $1 million and/or may extend for a period of three years
from the time of the award.

Community Development
Neighborhood Matching Fund – City of Seattle
www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/nmf
The Neighborhood Matching Fund (NMF) program was created in 1988 to provide neighborhood groups
with City resources for community-driven projects that enhance and strengthen their own neighborhoods.
All projects are initiated, planned and implemented by community members in partnership with the City.
There are three funds within the Neighborhood Matching Fund Program:
Large Projects Fund: Provides awards up to $100,000 to support community members in building
community relationships around a project. Large Projects Fund activities may be physical or abstract
projects but must entail significant educational, cultural, and relationship-strengthening activities. All
projects must demonstrate a capacity to build a stronger and healthier community. In 2011, the letter of
interest deadline was February 14, and the full proposal was due April 11.
Small and Simple Projects Fund: Provides awards up to $20,000 to support community members in
building community relationships around a project. In 2011, applications deadlines were January 18, May 9,
and October 17.
Small Sparks Fund: Provides awards up to $1,000 to support community members in becoming civically
engaged. Applications accepted year-round, and must be submitted at least six weeks prior to the start of
the project.
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Appendix 4: Results of the Arts in the CID Survey
The Arts in the CID Survey examined three areas: attitudes and behaviors of audiences, trends in
attendance at cultural and art events, and motivators and barriers affecting participation. The survey was
conducted during the month of August 2011. It was conducted in person at various events in the CID. The
survey was also distributed online to the wider network of the ACLF Community Leader Program. The
survey had a total of 81 respondents.
The survey results demonstrated the following:


Respondents were involved in arts and culture in the greater Seattle area, but not very involved in
the CID.



Marketing efforts should be focused on providing more information about CID events through a
variety of media.



Safety and parking are perceived barriers that may prevent people from attending events in the
CID.

*Survey results figures on following pages.
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How often do you currently experience the
following activities SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR?
ID/CHINATOWN

GREATER SEATTLE AREA
16%

Public arts, cultural lectures, discussions

14%

Parks

55%

16%

Museum events/openings
Local cultural community events (street fairs, art
walks)

42%
28%

Live concerts/dance/theatre

11%

Film Festivals/Events

10%

Art Festivals/events

93%

19%

Museum exhibits

Book Festivals

53%

2%

78%
76%
41%

10%

7%

65%
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What motivates you to participate in cultural
arts artivities?
Interest in the genre (e.g. musical theater)

85%

Interest in the particular exhibit or performance

84%

Event benefits a charity or cause that you support

75%

Convenient time or location

73%

Personal relationship or connection to an
organization

71%

Cost of admission

68%

Opportunity to socialize

52%

Educational experience
Self-improvement
Ability to purchase tickets at the last minute
Gain inspiration

48%
37%
34%
32%
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What are the barriers that prevent you from
attending cultural art events in the
INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT/CHINATOWN?
It is too much of a hassle to get there (e.g. traffic,
parking)

55%

It is difficult to find the time to attend

46%

The program or event does not appeal to me

43%

It costs too much

33%

I don't know the International District well

26%

I cannot find anyone to go with

24%

Safety concerns

20%

Other

18%

The hours of operation are inconvenient

16%

The organization is not welcoming

14%

I have not enjoyed my prior experiences

14%

I find it hard to connect with art/performances

7%

It is unwelcoming to children

4%

None

4%

I cannot find childcare

1%
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What would increase your participation in
art events in THE INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT/CHINATOWN
More information in advance of events

63%

More information about events

60%

Free programs

60%

More convenient transportation and/or parking

59%

Connections with local community organization

44%

A varied schedule (hours and days) or
programming

35%

Felt more invited/welcome by the institution

29%

Socializing events

35%

Purchase last minute tickets

31%

Incentives for bringing family or friends

26%

Hands-on workshops/events
Does not require so much time

27%
19%
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What kind of art events would you like to see
in the INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT/CHINATOWN?
Local cultural community events

82%

Live concerts/dance performances/theater

78%

Art festivals/exhibits

61%

Film festivals/events

50%

Public arts, cultural lectures, discussions

33%

Museum exhibits

30%

Museum events/openings

29%

Parks

33%

Other
Book Festivals

25%
14%
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Where do you get information about cultural
events in SEATTLE?
Family/friend, word of mouth

90%

Social Media (Twitter, Facebook

65%

E-mail

54%

Article in daily newspaper

54%

Websites

51%

Article in cultural or local newspaper

44%

Outdoor advertising (posters)

35%

Radio

27%

Mail from the cultural organization

29%

Advertisements in newspaper

19%

Blogs

15%

TV
Other

9%
4%

How would you like to hear about upcoming
art and cultural events in the
INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT/CHINATOWN?
Social media (Twitter, Facebook)
Family/friends, word of mouth
Websites
E-mail
Article in daily newspaper
Article in cultural or local newspaper
Outdoor advertising (posters)
Advertisements in newspaper
Radio
Mail from the cultural organization
TV
Blogs
Other

67%
57%
51%
45%
40%
39%
36%
31%
23%
23%
13%
12%
4%
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Written Responses
11. What activities do you typically do in the International District?

The majority: Eating at restaurants and grocery shopping, especially at Uwajimaya.
Other activities included: attending meetings, Wing Luke Museum, music/art/cultural events, bars,
hanging out before/after sporting events, to park their care, or take public transit.
Responses:


Eat at a restaurant.



Attend meetings, eat, hang out before/after sporting events, shop, go to the Wing Luke, eat more,
go to Uwajimaya.



Meetings, meals



Uwajimaya! I mostly go for dining. Never really for arts events.



Food, occasional street festival.



Uwajimaya, meals at restaurants



Restaurants



"visit community organizations (part of my work)



walk through on my way to a sporting event"



Dining, Shopping



eat, shop at uwajimaya, pass through on my way to a sounder's game



eat in restaurant, shop



International markets, and to go to some restaurants.



grocery shopping, Dining out



Go to Maneki; Dimsum; Pinball museum



Wander around and try new foods after an event at the stadium.



Shopping, special events, eating at restaurants.



Have dinner at restaurant. Visit museum.



Eat at a restaurant



Uwajimaya, restaurants



I go shopping for food at Uwajimaya.



Lunch or Dinner. Shopping at Uwajimaya.



Bush Garden, shopping
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Go to Pink Gorilla or visit Uwajimaya.



volunteer activities, eat at restaurants



Dine, attend meetings, attend shows/entertainment/exhibits, classes



Eat, shop or go to a bar.



Eat



museums, dining, music/art events



WL museum, grocery shopping, restaurants, visiting people at Nikkei Manor.



dining



"Eat, Shop"



Go to the various shops and eat dinner. I also park there for sporting events.



dining, shopping, museum



Dining, visit Wing Luke Museum



"Have dinner. Attend meetings."



attend a function; shop



Shop at Uwijamaya, go to restaurants.



Probably shopping



Go eat at restaurants, visit Uwajimaya, have board meetings in the area



Dining.. Dim Sum



"Dim Sum, Uwajimaya , Sushi"



Dining



eating dim sum, Asian grocery, museum



Shopping, dining, social gatherings, order to-go food/drink



Street Fair, eat, volunteer



Summer fair; restaurants for lunch, dinner, or dim sum;



Shop for Asian grocery items, visit restaurants, visit Wing Luke



Eat late at night after heavy drinking.



Political meetings for cultural groups, hang outs, bubble tea! art stuff



Eat, Hang out, go to shows, grocery shopping



Eat, ride bus/light rail(transfer), grocery



Restaurants, meetings.
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12. When you think of arts in the International District/Chinatown, what are
the top three representations?

Majority: Wing Luke Museum and Chinese New Year. A majority didn’t know the ID well or did not know of
arts in the ID.
Sample Response:
“I don't think of arts in the ID/Chinatown, except for the cool painted supports of the 1-5 overpass.”

Responses:


I don't think of arts in the ID/Chinatown, except for the cool painted supports of the 1-5 overpass.



I don't understand this question.



Wing Luke, public art



No clue... sorry... My guess is that there would be a Chinese New Year parade but I have never seen
or heard it publicized and I am just going off of assumptions and perhaps inappropriate racial
stereotypes...



"Chinese new year celebration, Summer festival "



"Wing Luke Museum, dragons on the pillars, art outside of Uwajimaya"



Wing Luke, Panama Hotel, Denny Wu



cultural festivals featuring dances (I haven't been to any arts events in the International District,
but my friend participates in dance there)



"wing luke museum



parade



Asian art performances. Art work



Chinese New Year, karaoke bars, Wing Luke



Drumming, new year celebration



Wing Luke, the theater, historic buildings



visiting the Wing Luke museum, Gone to the theater a couple of times, street fair.



"Traditional dance



Music



?



art showings, sculpture, and dance demonstrations



"street fair, Chinese New Year"



Not sure- I know very little about art in the International District/Chinatown.
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Don't know



Wing Luke



"tsutakawa fountain, dragons , Waji's sculptures at entrance to store"



Hing Loon, Bush Garden, Wing Luke Asian Museum



Wing Luke



Asian, historical, dated



"wing luke museum



kobo at higo



Architecture, culinary arts, music



food, culture, crowds



WL Museum, Theater Off Jackson which doesn't exist anymore so I don't know if it counts, festivals.



"Wing Luke Museum, New Years Festival"



The Gate, the museum, and the architecture.



Wing Luke, Nippon Kan, Theater Off Jackson



exhibits, theater



Wing Luke



Wing Luke/Chinatown Festival/Theater off Jackson



Fairly authentic food, conveniently near Pioneer Square and stadiums, fairly likely to run into
loud/scary homeless people.



Not sure



Oriental / far east arts, martial arts and calligraphy



SAAM



New Year's parade, firecrackers, banners



Wing Luke. Theater off Jackson. Yo mama.



Wing luke museum, the Chinese Gate, old pictures in Panama Hotel (Japanese tea house)



"1) Museums



culture, historical landmarks, values



"Wing Luke Museum. Don't know any others"



Wing Luke. I don't know any others.



Unsure



Diversity, anti-gentrification, good food

2) Festivals (e.g. night market) 3) Uwajimaya (Japanese grocery store)"
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Wing Luke, Jazz



Museums, Karaoke, murals public art



Wing Luke, taiko drums, Chinese dragons.

13. What activities, arts or displays of culture, would you like to see more of
in the International District/Chinatown?

Responses include: live music, street fair, food events, film, public art, dance, and theatre.
Responses:


Banners.



Live music/comedy venue? Pioneer Square has a few, but the ID seems to only have Karaoke spots,
and some of the bars are kind of... older. An independent movie theater could also be neat! I'm
only thinking of things that aren't already there.



exhibits, youth performances



International Bite or Bite of the World. There may be something like that but I have not heard of it.
Maybe an outdoor old-school kung fu movie series with some catch like kung fu and ice cream or
kung fu and beer.



Live music, gallery talks and museum lectures--anything with an educational element combined
with display/exhibit/etc.



street fair event would be great with performances and arts



no preference (i don't really know what goes on there now as it is)



music, film



Movies, art work, historical stuff.



Street fairs/festival with performances, food, booths; events at the Wing Luke; maybe something
related to food?



Not sure; I do wish it were more international though. Revitalizing all of Main St/Japantown.
something about Japanese horticulture?



More walkable events - close down a street or two. A "bite of ID" event to try all of the interesting
food options.



"Film festivals , modern music concerts/rock shows, Cooking classes"



Plays, dance demonstrations, arts demonstrations



dance, theater



Not sure because I do not know enough about what is there already.
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"a gallery--coffee shop for meetings, vocal music using wing luke auditorium as a venue"



More community collaboration.



new events



concerts



fun, free stuff with food



More opportunities for children to learn and experience cultural activities and community.



public art, open space (parks)



Murals, "Did you know...?" information scattered around area (to learn about culture, local artiststhis is for those walking around the area)- need to be translated into languages that represent the
communities living in the ID/Chinatown- they may be the least able to participate.



"Film festivals, Walking Tours, More community groups collaborating to sponsor events?"



More cultural/street fairs



Food festivals, focused film festivals, language-learning opportunities, concerts (get modern
bands/groups/singers from Japan, Korea, China, Taiwan, Thailand, etc to perform there)



Cultural festival celebrations



Cultural events



Night Markets. Live shows. Outdoor movies.



Night markets, Lunar New Year festival, and diverse API cultural representations. I see mainly
Chinese restaurants and cultural displays but not many others. I don't think there are Filipino,
Polynesian, or Korean arts or restaurants in the ID/Chinatown.



Dance and theater events would be cool.



Unsure



More women/queer-centered stuff, more non-traditional/challenging events. More presence in
general from those whose community it is.



Music, arts, community organizing



Social justice, cause oriented

14. What improvements might enhance your experience in the International
District as a cultural arts destination?
Majority: Safety, parking


Less litter in the ID/Chinatown, fewer drunks.



Some of the buildings/streets are looking a little worse for wear. There's a lack of architectural and
space uniformity that defines other walkable neighborhoods like Pioneer Square (old!), Old Ballard
(cute! brick street!), or Columbia City (pretty! smells like fresh-baked bread!). There are some cool
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buildings, of course, like the building that the Wing Luke is in, and I think the arch is nice. But
maybe some other kind of neighborhood-wide beautification could really bring more foot traffic to
the area. Trees?


I think that the more it is advertised in places I look to for event information the more I will feel like
others like me will be there.



Transit.



Art walks, list of art galleries, educational brochure explaining ethnic/cultural development of the
neighborhood, calendar of all arts/cultural events available at one centralized location on the web



Knowing more about what is going on ... somehow feeling I'm invited even though I am white!



advertisement about events, low cost of admission/cheap food



"Better parking, and/or signage. restaurants partnering with museums, concerts for joint offerings"



Convinces of transportation



Maybe some kind of interactive map online that would help me to understand where arts venues
are located?



less crack dealing and crazy randos



More walkable. Better marketing or pub for arts opportunities in the area.



More inventive spaces, urban art



accessible parking



Just more information about events and discount tickets to events that are occurring in the
ID/Chinatown.



more parking



"Parking availability at less expensive rates. Clean up drug peddling on streets"



Parking, programs to entice visitors.



none



public art



more variety and open events



safer parking, more parking, keeping the streets and parks clean and safe.



Knowing more about the international district. I think the International District has gotten a lot
better since my childhood, I am just not that familiar with it. Maybe a small brochure/book with
information on what shops to visit, where to get the best food, some cultural explanations (food
definitions, store definitions, character translations). Despite living in Seattle for most of my life I
am not very familiar with the International District. I went there a few times growing up but have
not really explored it or spent a day there in a long time. I worry about being disrespectful in a
store or restaurant or not really knowing what something is and being embarrassed to ask. Maybe
tools to help with this exist and I need to do a bit more research.
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parking, street clean-up, public spaces that are inviting



Revitalization of nightlife- make it safe to be in the area after dark. Begin these activities in the
spring when daylight increase and by fall this could be part of the norm.



Greater community buy-in and push to support the variety of arts events that the ID could offer.



ease of access and parking



better behaved homeless people



Easier way to get there



Safer/cleaner



Clean up ID area. Area looks very dirty.



1) Having less homeless people sleeping on the streets 2) Keeping the streets clean
3) More guard security especially in the evening hours
4) Remodel very old-looking buildings yet maintain the cultural arts
5) Plant more trees and cherry blossoms
6) Remodel the Hing Hay Park



Parking, parking, parking!!



It's a bit sketch. I'd like to feel a bit safer walking around at night.



Parking



If Chinatown were less sketchy (bums, fake gangsters, etc.) and more inviting / not intimidating, I
think people would be more inclined to visit the ID. I also think parking is a major problem for the
area as it is difficult to park during the day time.



Less police, more open thinking, more all-ages events, multi-generational.



Accessibility, community involvement



less busy schedule



Outdoors art. Rotating art from local and non-local artists.
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Appendix 5: Interviewees and Focus Group Participants
Alan Alabastro, Alabastro Photography
Maria Batayola, City of Seattle
Don Blakeney, CIDBIA
Ron Chew, International Community Health Services and Wing Luke Museum
Doug Chin, Community Activist and Author
Binko Chiong-Lee, Kobo at Higo
Eve Connell, Art on Alberta
Beth Cullom, Cullom Gallery
Carina del Rosario, IDEA Odyssey Gallery
Zuolie Deng, Deng’s Studio and Art Gallery
Cora Edmonds, Art Xchange Gallery
Tuck Eng, Chong Wa Benevolent Association and Historic Chinatown Gates Foundation
Randy Engstrom, Reflex Strategies and Youngstown Cultural Arts Center
Andy Fife, Shunpike
Elizabeth Gray, InterIm Community Development Association
Donna Guardino, Guardino Gallery
Sofia Harwell, Penland School of Crafts
Jeff Hou, UW Department of Landscape Architecture
Bea Kiyohara, SCCC and Northwest Asian American Theater
Michelle Kumata, Wing Luke
Larry Larson, American Hotel
Charles and Cindy Martin, Seattle Pinball Museum
Gary Matsudaira, InterIm Community Development Association
Tyler Moriguchi, Independent Artist
Amy Nagaichouk, Artist Trust
Dirk Park, Prole Drift Gallery
Bob Santos, Community Organizer
Michael Seiwerath, Capitol Hill Housing Foundation and 12th Avenue Arts
Lei Ann Shiramizu, MOMO
Brad Tong, Shiels|Obletz|Johnsen and the Japanese Cultural Center
Annie Van Avery, Photo Center Northwest
Joann Ware, InterIm Community Development Association
Stephen Yamada-Heidner, Olson Kundig Architects
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Appendix 6: Posters from Community Presentation
See the following pages for our three multilingual presentation posters regarding community revitalization
through the arts.
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